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This is Catherine Sarrazin and this week on Let’s talk Art, we’ll visit a wonderful museum 

tucked away in a little street near the Montparnasse tower. The Bourdelle museum is far 

bigger than it seems, the entrance of the building opens onto a small courtyard leading 

to a show room, study and a workshop bringing us into a garden giving access to other 

exhibition rooms and the maze continues down into a large basement where the current 

exhibition is held.  

The museum is exhibiting works by the Spanish Designer Balenciaga and has chosen Black 

as a theme, a colour which resonates well with Bourdelle’s bronze statues, and stands out 

besides the white marble, plaster and stone sculptures. The design clothes of all shapes 

and volumes pose between statues, comparing their light and delicate fabrics of silk or 

velvet to the robust and dominant sculptures hosting them. But the two art forms also 

show some similarity, Balenciaga’s work could be compared to Bourdelle’s sculptures; the 

simple lines and forms seem to have been carved into the fabric as sculptures into stone 

or marble. 

Balenciaga’s collection displays a variety of shapes and styles, as well as different shades 

of black, some deep, others shiny or almost transparent. Black was present in Balenciaga’s 

work throughout his career and the 70 pieces on show take us through the evolution of 

his work. Born in Spain in 1895, he was a great admirer of Goya’s work in which black was 

also dominant. Like the renaissance painters, Balenciaga used black to highlight the clean-

cut and purity of the lines and shapes. The Spanish culture is very present in his work in 

the shapes and materials used, like black lace in reference to the country’s “mantillas”, 

the traditional veil worn over the head and shoulders, but also accessories like the 

“peineta”, a high comb or the fan, a very popular object in Spain. 

The black catwalk of dresses and sculpted outfits moves around numerous sculptures in 

stone, marble and plaster. The marriage of the two collections starts in the workshop 

where hats and headwear are exhibited between plaster casts and torsos, then runs 

through a corridor and snakes down the stairs to deploy into the Great Hall, where 

Bourdelle’s sculptures are displayed, as well as his collection of ancient Greek sculptures 

of gods and heroes. This marriage of delicate black garments and white, powerful statues, 

is a perfect match of contrasts.  



The gardens host the bronze statues cast from the models displayed in the Great Hall. 

Four figures stand proudly in the front yard, Liberty, Strength, Victory and Eloquence 

guarding the place and possibly preserving the peace of the inner garden where the Virgin 

of the Offering rests among other statues surrounded by ivy, trees and flowers.  

The studio opens onto the inner garden with large windows peeking into this green 

exhibition yard. The workshop has remained in its original state, with parts of casts still in 

view. There is a sense that the artist is still present and working on these pieces.  

The whole museum is a peaceful haven, miles away from the hustle and bustle of 

Montparnasse. The exhibition is on show until mid-July and gives you the chance to see 

two collections of a different kind and yet very compatible. 

 


